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ABSTRACT Hybrid codes simultaneously encode both
quantum and classical information, allowing for the
transmission of both across a quan- tum channel. We construct
a family of nonbinary error-detecting hybrid stabilizer codes
that can detect one error while also encod- ing a single classical
bit over the residue class rings Zq inspired by constructions of
nonbinary non-additive codes.
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Hardware Quantum error correction and fault tolerance;
Theory of computation Quantum information theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid codes allow for the simultaneous transmission of
both quantum and classical information across a quantum
channel. While it has long been known that simultaneous
transmission can provide an advantage over the time-sharing of
the channel for certain small error rates, see [4], most of the
early work on the topic focused on information-theoretic
results, see [7, 8, 25], while the problem of constructing finitelength hybrid codes remained largely overlooked.
The first examples of hybrid codes were given by
Kremsky, Hsieh, and Brun [15], who introduced them as a
generalization of entanglement-assisted stabilizer codes. Later,
Grassl, Lu, and Zeng [5] gave multiple examples of small
hybrid codes constructed using an approach inspired by the
construction of nonadditive codeword stabilized quantum
codes. Remarkably, these codes provide an advantage over
optimal quantum codes regardless of the error rate.Recently,
several families of hybrid codes have been constructed
including several families constructed by the authors [20] for
the Pauli channel using stabilzer pasting and a family
constructed by Li, Lyles, and Poon [16] for fully correlated
quantum channels.An operator-theoretic approach to hybrid
codes has also been put forward in [2, 3, 18].
In [20], the authors constructed several families of binary
hybridcodes with good parameters, including a family of [[n, n
3:1, 2]]2error-detecting codes where n is odd. In this paper
we provide ageneralization of this family to hybrid stabilizer
codes over Zq,inspired by the non-additive nonbinary quantum
codes constructedfrom qudit graph states by Hu et al. [9] and
Looi et al. [17], as well as the family of single error-detecting
codes given by Smolin, Smith, and Wehner [24].
.
1.1 Nonbinary Quantum Codes
A quantum code is a subspace of a Hilbert space that allows
for the recovery of encoded quantum information even in
the presence of arbitrary errors on a certain number of
physical qudits. A quantum code has parameters n, K, d q
if and only if it can encode a superposition of K orthogonal
quantum states into the Hilbert space Cq n ÷ Cqn , while
protecting the quantum information against all errors
Copyright © AJSE Publishers

ocurring on less than d physical qubits.
Most generalizations of quantum codes from the binary
alphabets to the case where q > 2 are constructed over the finite
fields Fq , where q is a prime power, see [1, 10, 21]. In this
paper, we instead follow [9, 17, 24] and construct codes over Zq
for reasons that will become apparent in Section 2. Let a, b Zq
. We define the unitary operators X (a) and Z (b) on Cq as
X (a) |x = |x + a and Z (b) |x =
|x ,
where
a generalization of the Pauli-X bit-flip error and the Pauli-Z phase
error respectively. The set
forms a nice error
basis on q see [11 13], meaning any error on a single qudit may be
written as a linear combination of elements from Additionally, any
error on
may be written as a linear combination of errors from
={E1 E2
En|Ek
By correcting errors from
n=
n we are able to deal with arbitrary errors on the n qudits that are
linear combinations of those errors. The weight wt(E) of an error
n. is the number of non-identity tensor components it contains.
A quantum code C has the ability to detect an error E
n
if it either reports than an error occured or reports no error and
returns a projection of the message back onto C. Formally, the KnillLaflamme conditions tell us that an error E is detectable by a
quantum code C if and only if PEP = EP for some scalar E ,where P
is the orthogonal projector onto C, see [14].
Stabilizer codes are perhaps the most important class of quantum
codes, and are analogous to the linear and additive codes in classical
coding theory (hence they are also refered to as additive codes).
Stabilizer codes are completely determined by their stabilizer group
S, an abelian subgroup of n, and the code is defined as the subspace
spanned by all joint eigenvectors of S with eigenvalue 1. Since this
subspace will always have dimension K = q k , we say the code has
parameters n,k,d q to denote it as a stabilizer code.
1.2 Hybrid Codes
In addition to transmitting quantum information, we nowwant to
simultaneously encode a classical message in with the encoded
quantum state. A hybrid code has parameters((n,K:M,d))q if and
only if it can simultaneously encode a superposition of K
orthogonal quantum states as well as one of M different classical
states into ( q)
a Hilbert space of dimension qn, while
protecting both the quantum and classical information against all
errors of weight less than d.
An ((n,K:M,d))q hybrid code C can be described by a collection
of M orthogonal quantum codes Cm of dimension K, each
indexed by a classical message m [M] = {0, 1, . . . ,M 1}.To
transmit a quantum state and a classical messagem, we encode
into the quantum code Cm. The Knill-Laflamme condiions for
quantum codes can be generalized to hybrid codes, allowing us
to characterize detectable errors: an error E is detectable by the
hybrid code C if and only if
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choose to construct codes over Zq rather than Fq is due to the
following result of Grassl and Rötteler:

(1)

for some scalar E,a depending on both the error E
and the classical message a, where Pa is the orthogonal
projector onto the quantum code Ca. Equivalently,
if {|ci(m)>} are the codewords of the inner code Cm,
we have that E is detectable by C if and only if
<cj(b)|E|ci(a)>= E,a i,j a,b.
(2)
If both the inner codes and outer code happen to be
stabilizer codes, we say the code is a hybrid stabilizer code
with parameters
.In this case, the codes have
some additional structure, so each inner code can be
viewed as a translation from a seed code C0 by an operator
tm En \ Z(S0), where Z(S0) is the centralizer in En of the
stabilizer S0 of the seed code C0, so that Cm = tmC0.
There are multiple simple constructions of hybrid codes
using quantum codes described by Grassl et al. [5]:
1. Hybrid codes can be constructed using the following
(1) Given an ((n,KM, d))q quantum code of composite
dimension KM, there exisits a hybrid code with parameters
((n,K :M, d))q.
(2) Given an [[n, k :m, d]]q hybrid code with k > 0, there
exists ahybrid code with parameters [[n, k 1:m + 1, d]]q.
(3) Given an [[n1, k1, d]]q quantum code and an [n2,m2, d]q
classical
code, there exists a hybrid code with parameters [[n1 + n2,
k1 :m2, d]]q.In each of these cases the sender is effectively
substituting classical information for quantum information,
which depending onthe context may be considered wasteful.
In [5], Grassl et al. showedit was possible to construct
genuine hybrid codes that provide an advantage over these
simple codes, and provided examples of suchcodes found
using an exhaustive search of small parameters. In [20]the
authors constructed several infinite families of genuine
hybridcodes, including a family of binary single errordetecting codeswhich we generalize to the nonbinary case in
the next section.

Theorem 1 ([6, Theorem 12]). Let q > 1 be an arbitrary integer,
not necessarily a prime power. Quantum MDS codes C =
[[n, n 2, 2]]q exist for all even length n, and for all length n 2
when the dimension q of the quantum systems is an odd integer
or is divisible by 4.
While the construction below will certainly produce a hybrid
stabilizer code when q . 2 mod 4, it will not be a genuine hybrid
code, as the previous theorem implies that there will be an
[[n, n 2, 2]]q stabilizer code that can be transformed into a
hybridcode using the first construction in Proposition 1. When q
= 2,Equation 3 tells us that there can be no [[n, n
2, 2]]2
quantum code, implying that the family given in [20] is indeed
genuine. To the best of our knowledge there are no known [[n, n
2, 2]]q codes when q = 4r + 2, which is why the codes using
the construction below may in fact be genuine. However, since
F4r+2 does not exist except when r = 0, we instead construct our
codes over Zq.
Proposition 2. Letn be odd. Then there exists an
[[n, n 3:1, 2]]Zq
hybrid code.
Proof. Let a, b Znq , m Zq, and a primitive q-th root of
unity. Define the following states:

Define the inner code Cm as follows:

The state |
form

For two of these states
we have

2 FAMILY OF HYBRID CODES OVER Zq
The first good non-additive quantum code (that is a quantum
code that is not a stabilizer code) was the ((5, 6, 2))2 code
given by Rainset al. [23]. This code outperforms the optimal
[[5, 2, 2]]2 stabilizer code, and was further generalized by
Rains [22] into a family of odd-length non-additive codes
that outperform optimal stabilizer codes. However, for an
odd-length ((n,K, 2)) quantum code we have the following
bound:
(3)
and many families of codes that approach this bound have
been constructed. In [20], the authors gave a construction for
a familiy of hybrid stabilizer codes with parameters [[n, n
3:1, 2]]2 that beat this bound.
Nonbinary quantum codes with similar parameters were
hinted at by Rains in [22], and first given by Smolin et al.
[24] as a generalization of their family of non-additive
binary codes. Soon after,further families were constructed
by Hu et al. [9] and Looi et al. [17]using qudit graph states.
All of these families are codes over integerrings rather than
finite fields, and our construction of nonbinary hybrid
stabilizer codes will follow in their footsteps. The reasonwe
Copyright © AJSE Publishers

is the tensor product of two-qubit states of the

=
=

Therefore for the full states | a,b , | a ,b

Similarly, for

we have the same:

we have

Thus all of the codewords are orthogonal to one another.
Consider two codewords
Suppose
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that a Pauli-X(u) error occurs on the first n 1 qudits.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the error
occurred on either the first or second qudit.If
then

by the orthogonality relations above. Therefore we can
restrict our attention to the case where
We note that these restrictions along with the
requirement that the a iand ai sum to 0 and b i and bi sum to m
a 1andb1and in particular we must have a 1= a 1
the error
occurred on the first qudit, we have

1=

b1 . If

If we have a Pauli-X(u) error on the last qudit we have

=
=
meaning that the error is degenerate. Note that since the value
depends on the classical informationm, each inner code can
detect the error but the outer code (as a quantum code) cannot.
If a Pauli-Z(v) error occurs on the last qudit we have

=

We also mention in passing that this construction can be
generalized further to codes over Frobenius rings by replacing
the primitive root of unity by an irreducible additive character of
the additive group of the ring [19].

=

A similar argument holds if the error occurs on the second
qudit,thus the code can detect any single Pauli-X(u) error
that occurs on the first n
1 qudits. Now suppose that a
Pauli-Z(v) error occurs on the first n 1 qudits. As above,
we restrict our attention to the case where
and the error occurs on one of the first two
qudits.If the error occurs on the first qudit we have

=

The same argument holds if the error occurs on the second
qudit,thus the code can detect any single Pauli-Z(v) error
that occurs on the first n
1 qudits. Now suppose that a
Pauli error E occurs on the last qudit. If
then the orthogonality of the first n 1 qudits
gives us
=0
so againwe only need to examine the case where the two
codewords are the same.
Copyright © AJSE Publishers

3
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Hybrid codes simultaneously transmit both quantum and classical
information across quantum channels, and can provide an
advantage over using quantum codes for simultaneous transmission.
We have generalized a family of single error-detecting codes
constructed in [20] from the binary case to the nonbinary case.
While it is known that the construction gives genuine hybrid codes
when q = 2, the existence of quantum codes with the similar
parameters when q 0, 1, 3 mod 4 means the construction does not
produce genuine hybrid codes in all cases. One open question is
whether or not the codes given by the construction are always
genuine when q 2 mod 4. As the code family here is the only
construction of nonbinary hybrid codes, further investigation is
needed.
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Abstract— In this paper, we tried to model the natural
behavior of traffic in khalda, which is the most important area
in Beirut Southern Entrance (BSE). We used queuing models
to model the queuing system and to calculate the average
waiting time in queue in addition to computing cost metrics
and this was to quantify traffic congestion.
Keywords— Traffic Congestion- Queuing models- Cost
Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Every morning, Beirut capital welcomes commuters
from all regions with heavy traffic on its entrances. The
congregation of governmental divisions, the majority of
country’s company offices and workplaces, educational
institutions, entertainment centers, all in the capital has
resulted of a large demand on commuting into the city.
However, with lack of sustainable and efficient transport
system.
1.1 Definition
Traffic congestion is one of the biggest problems that most
cities are facing. It is a common problem among developed and
undeveloped countries so it is a global problem. There is NO
universally accepted definition of traffic congestion because it is
both a physical and a relative phenomenon.
As a Physical phenomenon traffic congestion is described as a
situation where demand for road space exceeds supply while as
a Relative phenomenon, it is described as the difference
Lebanese citizens are relying heavily on private vehicles for
transportation. On other hand, the city is undergoing population
increase and with poor roads infrastructure all factors combines
to create an intolerable congestion that has become gradually a
part of the citizens’ quotidian life between road performance
and road user’s expectations.
1.2 Study Area
Beirut has three main entrances:
The Northern Entrance which has 300, 000 commuter/day, the
Southern Entrance which has 100, 000 commuter/day, and the
Eastern Entrance which has 70, 000 commuter/day but actually
there is about 500,000 cars in wandering in Beirut itself so the
Total number of cars in Beirut is 1, 000, 000 car/day. In this
study, I focused on Beirut southern entrance. The southern
access roads are Khalda, Oozai, Cola, Chatila, Sports City and
Cocody.
The
study
took
place
in
Khalda.

Copyright © AJSE Publishers

2. Methodology
The key adopted methodology is summarized as follows:
a. Identifying the sources of Traffic congestion in Beirut
southern entrance.
b. Focus on two main sources
c. Pre-screening the study area using high-resolution satellite
images.
d. Site survey
e. Collect data and record videos in the peak hours
f. Simulate the problems using Arena software
g. Devise appropriate Analytical Model
h. Compute Cost Metrics
i. Suggest potential solutions
2.1 Sources of traffic congestion in Beirut Southern
Entrance (BSE)
I classified the sources of traffic congestion in Beirut
Southern entrance into three categories:
A. Sources in the Eastern route(E)
B. Sources in the Western route (W)
C. Common sources (C )
A. Sources of traffic congestion in Beirut Southern
entrance in the Eastern route:
E1: Improper design of highway entrances and exits
E2: Presence of bus stations on the highway
E3: Using obstacles that divide the highways into branches
as a picking and landing stations.
B. Sources of traffic congestion in Beirut southern
entrance in the Western route are:
W1: Presence of peddlers on the highway
W2: Poor traffic management and traffic lights
W3: Presence of the Bus stations on the highway
W4: Presence of commercial buildings on the highway.
C. Common sources in the eastern and western route:
C1: Existence of water filters and poor road infrastructure
C2: Multi-lanes
.
What problems to focus on?
The main sources that we will focus on are E1, and W4.
E1: E1 is an exit in khalda near Rammal’s super market
where vehicles are using this exit as an entrance to the
highway, which in turn reduces the capacity of the highway.
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The readings were from 7:00 Am until 9:00 Am.
W4: presence of commercial buildings (Harkous
Chicken) on the highway is illegal, and unaccepted, and
it is the main source of traffic congestion in the Western
route since it open a direct access to the highway. The
readings were from 4:00 Pm until 6:00 Pm.
2.2 Data collection Plan
For E1, the collected data was:
1- Number of cars arriving to the exit per unit time on L3
(arrival rate)
2- Number of cars entering the exit per unit time from L3
3- Percentage of cars entering the exit (%)
4- Number of cars getting out from the exit
5- Time needed to reach the top of the exit
6- Merging time when no merging is occurring (μ0)
7- Merging time when merging is occurring (μ𝐵))
For W4, the collected data was:
1- Number of cars arriving to the entrance of the
parking per unit time on L3 (arrival rate)
2- Number of cars entering P1 (inside the parking)
3- Number of cars parking in P2 (outside the
parking)
4- Time spent in P1 and P2
5- Time needed to park
6- Time spent in the restaurant
7- Time needed to leave the parking
8- Merging time when no merging occurs' (μ0)
9- Merging time when merging is occurring (μ𝐵))

2.2 Analytical model
Queuing theory is the mathematical study of waiting lines and it used, as
Analytical model .The purpose is to calculate the average waiting time.
Queuing models are often identified by three values: arrival rate
assumption, the departure rate assumption, and the number of departure
channels.
After reading more about queuing models, the Suitable model is M/G/1,
which describes the vehicular merging where M stands for Markovian and
G for general with one departure channel
The system will be based on the following assumptions:
• Constant traffic flow for a short time period (𝝀)
• The time between servicing two cars is of exponential distribution
• The driver has to wait for the other drivers that are in front of the line
to be served first (FIFO)
Formulas of M/G/1:
a. Arrival rate (𝜆) = 𝐾 ∗ Ø ⁄T
Where:
• T is the number of tollbooths
• K: number of Linear streams (lanes) after the vehicles leave the
tollbooths.
• Ø: traffic flow rate which is the number of cars passing a single
point per time unit (per one lane)
b. Expected number of drivers in the system
∞

𝐿(λ) = ∑ iPi =

λ
λ(μB − μ0 )
+
μB − λ λ(μB − μ0 ) + μ0 μB

0

After collecting data, we entered it into Simulation Arena Software to
model the problems and understand them better.

c. Average waiting time in the system
𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝜆) =

𝐿(𝜆)
𝜆

=𝜇

1

𝐵 −𝜆

𝜇𝐵 −𝜇0

+ 𝜆(𝜇

𝐵 −𝜇0)+𝜇0𝜇𝐵

d. Average wasted time of a driver at a merging point
1

𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 (𝜆) = 𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝜆) − 𝜇 = 𝜇
0

Figure 1: The model built in simulation Arena for W4

Figure 2: The model built in Simulation Arena for E1
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1

𝐵 −𝜆

+ 𝜆(𝜇

𝜇𝐵 −𝜇0

𝐵 −𝜇0 )+𝜇0 𝜇𝐵

1

−𝜇

0

2.3.1 Analytical model for W4:
In w4, we have three incoming lanes (L1, L2, and L3) and a side
clearance from the right side. Vehicles that wants to enter "Harkous
Chicken" are usually on the right lane which is named in our model as
L3.When vehicles arrives to the entrance of the parking of Harkous
Chicken , they will first check if there is any empty spot inside the
parking . In case there is an empty spot, then they will park inside (P1)
and if there isn’t any empty spot then they will park outside the parking
(P2). when we say outside , this means that they will park in the space
that this between the side clearance and L3 which in turns will decrease
the capacity of L3 and will oblige the incoming vehicles to merge with
L2 taking into consideration that the vehicles cannot merge unless there
are no cars coming from L2. In W4, the arrival rate before the
occurrence of merging is to be assumed as uniformly distributed.
The two incoming lanes are treated as one queue, and the total
merging process In W4 is considered as 2-to-1 merging points. The
merging point on L2 is receiving a traffic stream coming from L3 with
total flow of ø. Traffic flow is usually considered roughly constant in the
highway.
ø = 2000 veh/hr. = 13.33 veh/min
K=1 and T=2
λ = k*ø/T= 1000 veh/hr. = 16.67 veh/min
μ𝐵=3.22 sec
Service rate = 18.64 veh/min = 1118.24 veh/hr
μ0=1.44 sec
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Service rate =41.72 veh/min =2502.81 veh/hour
By substituting:
L (λ) =8 drivers
𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑠(λ)=0.45 min/veh
𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝜆)=0.5 min/veh
2.3.2 Analytical model for E1
Here we have three incoming lanes (L1, L2 and L3) and a side
clearance and as we observed the side clearance is used as a forth lane
in case of traffic congestion. The exit that is near the "Rammal’s" is
used as an entrance to the highway, and here there are two lines
coming from this exit, the first line takes L3 directly which in turns
obliges the incoming vehicles on L3 to stop when merging is
occurring. while vehicles taking the second line takes a lane and a half
while merging which is considered as a blockage area for the
incoming vehicles on L2 and L3 which leads to lane changing and
merging for L2 and L1. Note that the flow of vehicles entering or
exiting at any given interchange is usually much less than the flow on
the mainline roadway
The first merging point (M1): which the merging point between the
exit and L3.
ø1 = 28 veh / min = 1680 veh / hr.
ø2= 24 veh/min =1440 veh/hr.
Total Ø= 52 veh/min=3120 veh/hr.
K=1, T=2
λ= k*ø/T = 26 veh/min=1560 veh/hr.
μ𝐵: = 7.46 veh/min
μ0: 11.56 veh/min
By substituting:
L (λ) =4 drivers = 4 drivers
𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑠(λ) =0.15 min/veh
𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 (λ) =0.15 min/veh
The second merging point (M2): This is the merging point between L2
and L3.
ø = 28 veh/ min =1680 veh/hr.
K=1, T=2
λ=k*ø/T=14 veh/min =840 veh/hr.
μ𝐵 = 19.08veh/min
μ0 = 27.28 veh/min
By substituting:
L(λ) = 3 drivers

L.L/min *450 min =33,750 L.L /hr.

2- Fuel consumption cost
Vehicle Type
Passenger car (ford focus)
Passenger Car (Volkswagen Jetta)
Passenger Car (Ford Crown Victoria)
Medium Heavy Truck
Delivery Truck
Tow Truck
Medium Heavy Truck
Transit Bus
Combination Truck
Bucket Truck
Tractor-Semitrailer

Idling Fuel Use
(gal/h)
0.16
0.17
0.39
0.84
0.84
0.59
0.44
0.97
0.49
0.9F
0.64

Table 1: The idling fuel use (gal/h)
Average idling fuel use = 0.59 gallons / hour=0.0097 gallons/minute=
0.036879088 Liters/ min
Fuel

fuel price/20
liter L.L

98-Octane
95-Octane
Diesel
Average fuel
cost/20 Liters
Average fuel
cost/1 Liter
total time lost
/ hour (min)

22,900
22,30
13,500
19,567

450

978.3333333
fuel consumed
in 1 minute
(L/min)
0.036879088

Total
fuel
consumed /hr.
(L)
16.5955896

Total fuel cost
in L.L
16236.01849

Table 2: cost of total fuel consumed in queue (W4)
1 gallon=3.7854118 Liters
Total fuel cost /hour =987.33333 L.L*16.5955896 liters/ hour =
16,236.01849 L.L /hr
3-Airpollution

𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑠(𝜆) =0.18 min/veh
𝒕𝒅𝒊𝒇𝒇(λ)= 0.13 min/veh
2.4 Cost analysis
This section provides the calculation of estimated direct economic costs
of traffic congestion in Beirut Southern entrance using analytical models
in E1 and W4.The most important parameter is the average waiting time,
which was calculated using the formulas of M/G/1 queuing model
2.4.1 Cost Analysis for W4
.
1- Average waiting lost time
𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑠(λ)= 0.45 min / veh
Average loss time rate =450 minutes/hr.
If we convert this time into cost according to the minimum wages in
Lebanon, we will find that this lost time has a cost and can effect
thoroughly on the person’s work.
•
Time Lost near Harkous chicken is 450 min /hr.
•
If we are taking the minimum Lebanese wages which is 900,000
L.L and 5 business days
Copyright © AJSE Publishers

=900,000 𝐿.𝐿25 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠∗8 ℎ𝑟𝑠∗60 𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄
=75 L.L /min=4500 L/L / hour
The cost of average time lost is nearly (assuming one person/car): 75

Based on studies:
Pollutant/Fuel
VOC
CO2
NOX
PM10
PM2.5
Gasoline
consumption
(gallons)

Emission
(gram)
1.034
368.4
0.693
0.0044
0.0041

cost
$/ton
$2,392
$15
$10,293
$10,868
$63,339

Emission /ton
0.000001034
0.0003684
0.000000693
4.4E-09
4.1E-09

0.04149

The Combustion of 0.1570566 Liters (0.04149 gallons) of Gasoline
emits
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Table 3: Average Emissions and Fuel Consumption for Passenger
Cars

Average
fuel
cost/20
Liters
Average
fuel cost/1
Liter
total time
lost / hour
(min)

Moreover, if 1 gallon has a capacity of 3.78541 liters, then the
gasoline consumption equals 0.15705661 Liters.
1ton=1,000,000 grams

Pollutant/Fuel

Emissions/ton

cost/ton

Voc
Co2
NOx
PM10

0.000109259
0.038927449
7.32267E-05
4.64932E-07

$0.26
$0.58
$0.75
$0.01

PM2.5

4.33232E-07

$0.03

total costs $
total costs L.L

$1.63
2447.212

total costs $
total costs L.L

for
M1
for
M2

•

Total fuel
cost in L.L

8.629706592

8442.7296

151.2

0.036879088

5.576118106

5455.3022

3-Air pollution
Pollutant/Fuel
Voc
Co2
NOx
PM10
PM2.5

Emissions/ton
9.35256E-05
0.033321897
6.26821E-05
3.97981E-07
3.70846E-07

total costs $
total costs L.L

So then, the total cost (assuming one commuter \car)
=Average time lost + fuel cost +gas emission cost
=33,750 L.L/hr. + 16,236.01849 L.L/hr. + 2,445 L.L/hr.
=52,431.01849 L.L/hr.
The actual cost is much higher!

cost/ton
$0.22
$0.50
$0.65
$0.00
$0.02
$1.40
2094.814

Table 6: Calculation of emissions/ton and their cost for Voc, co2,
Nox, Pm10, and Pm2.5 in E1 (M
• The total estimated costs of emitted gases of 14.205824698
Liters /hour is = 1.40 $
• The cost of emitted gases /hr. = 2100 L.L/hr.(on our health
assuming one person in every car)
So then the total cost (assuming 1 commuter/car) =average time lost +
fuel cost +gas emission cost
=28, 890 L.L/hr. + 13, 898.0318 L.L/hr. + 2100 L.L/hr.
=44,888.0318 L.L/hr.
The Actual cost is much higher!

2.4.2 Cost analysis for E1
For E1, the cost analysis will be for M1 and M2.
1- Average waiting lost time
𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑠(𝜆) E1, M1 = 0.15 min / veh
Average loss time rate =234 minutes/hr.
𝑡𝑠𝑦𝑠(𝜆) E1, M2 = 0.18 min / veh
Average loss time rate =151.2 minutes/hr.
Total time lost in E1=6.42 min/min= 385.2 min/hr.
According to the minimum wages in Lebanon:
The cost of average time lost in M1 is nearly: 75 L.L/min *234 min
=17,550 L.L /hr.
The cost of average time lost in M1is nearly: 75 L.L/min *151.2 min
=11,340 L.L /hr.
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Total fuel
consumed
/hr. (L)

234

fuel
consumed in
1 minute
(L/min)
0.036879088

The total fuel cost in M1 and M2 =13, 898.0318 L.L/h

The total estimated costs of emitted gases of 16.5955896
Liters/hour is = 1.63 $
The cost of emitted gases/hour = 1.63 * 1500 =2,445 L.L / hr.(
assuming one person in the car)

The total cost of average waiting time lost in E1 (assuming one
person in the car) = 28,890 LL/hr.
2- Fuel Consumption cost
Fuel
fuel price/20
liter L.L
98-Octane
22,900
95-Octane
22,300
Diesel
13,500

978.3333333

Table 5: The cost of total fuel consumed in queue E1 (M1 and M2)

Table 4: The calculation of emissions/ton and their cost for Voc, co2,
NOx, Pm10, and Pm2.5 in W4

•

19,567

5.4 Suggested Solutions
As a conclusion, the problem of traffic will going to be worst if the
existing state will continue in this ways especially after the Syrian asylum
in Lebanon and after doing many researches about this problem
preventing traffic congestion is an impossible solution in a growing
country such as Lebanon. All what we can do is to eliminate traffic
congestion and there are various ways.
With respect to W4, the commercial buildings entry should be from
the old marine road and exiting cars should be forbidden from merging
with the highway and instead directed to the old marine old. The
government should play an additional role, which is to issue a decision,
which is any car that uses the side clearance, as a parking will be
punished by paying financial penalty, and to forbid new commercial
buildings from building closely to the highway.
With respect to E1, the suitable solution is to apply the rules by
forbidding using this exit as an entrance to the highway.
Some other solutions is the decentralization of the main
government divisions in Beirut and we may change the shift of
theschools, which will decrease the traffic volume.
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Abstract— The general problem was the NIST SP 800-40r3
(Souppaya & Scarfone, 2013) or the CVSS (FIRST, 2018a) did not
provide enough information to prioritize vulnerability remediation.
The specific problem was CVSS severity rankings were specific to
individual vulnerabilities, which limited organizations to remediate
vulnerabilities based on the potential downstream impact to other
systems (Franklin, Wergin, & Booth, 2014). The purpose of this
quantitative study was to use a pre-test / pro-test experiment to
compare how cybersecurity professionals in the USMC rate
vulnerabilities before and after seeing examples of vulnerability
chaining using the CVSS calculator. The research question was,
what score would cybersecurity professionals in the USMC give
individual vulnerabilities before and after seeing vulnerabilities
used in combination to create a more severe cyberattack? The
research method used a quasi-experimental method with a pre-test /
post-test design to identify how vulnerabilities would be scored
before and after seeing a chained vulnerability demonstration. The
results of the vulnerability scores were compared between the
control and treatment groups, as well as the CVSS scores provided
in versions 2.0 and 3.0 for each vulnerability. Participants from
the control group changed two vulnerabilities from a Medium
score to a High score; CSRF (from 7.5 to 9.0) and XSS (8.3 to 9.0).
The treatment group did not change any vulnerability scores in a
statistically significant manner, but the researcher found this was
due to the overall higher scores for each vulnerability.
Keywords—vulnerability, chaining, NIST, scores
I.

INTRODUCTION

This study explored the importance of Medium vulnerabilities,
and how vulnerabilities were used in combination to create an
attack as detrimental as a high or critical. Since the detrimental
cyberattacks against large organizations, including the Equifax
breach of 2017 (Berghel, 2017) and the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) breach of 2015 (Harvey & Evans, 2016),
government agencies and businesses must be hyper vigilant about
remediating vulnerabilities to ensure the protection of sensitive data.
With the increased threat of cybersecurity attacks (Hammond,
2016), organizations may only have time to focus on the
remediation of Critical and High vulnerabilities. If an organization
opts out of addressing vulnerabilities which were classified at a
lower level, were they more susceptible to a cyberattack? Should
organizations create and maintain patch management solutions for
Low and Medium exploitable vulnerabilities?
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
provided guidance for government agencies to create patch
management and configuration management documentation, but it
does not sufficiently deliver guidance for remediating
vulnerabilities. However, the NIST SP 800-40r3 was not the only
guide used to create patching strategies. The Common Vulnerability
Scoring System (CVSS) is used to rate the severity of
vulnerabilities but has moved from version 2.0 to version 3.0
(FIRST, 2018a). When versions CVSS 2.0 and CVSS 3.0 were
compared, vulnerability scores for some vulnerabilities changed
from Medium to High, and vice versa (FIRST, 2018b). This creates
difficulty in patch and risk mitigation strategies as old
vulnerabilities can be re-classified at a higher level, which lead to
the reason for this study.
To address the potential gaps in knowledge, this study
discovered if individuals rank Low and Medium vulnerabilities
differently after knowledge of a chained attack. The introduction
explored the explanation of why this research was important,
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general and specific problem statements, purpose, significance, and
nature of the study. Further into this paper the research questions,
the theoretical framework, definitions, assumptions, and scope of
the study will be discussed.
II

BACKGROUND

The general problem is the NIST SP 800-40r3 (Souppaya &
Scarfone, 2013) or the CVSS (FIRST, 2018a) does not provide
enough information to prioritize vulnerability remediation.
Organizations were not given enough detail for each vulnerability
to create a proper patch management plan to secure their
environment. Both documents left prioritization and mitigation of
vulnerabilities to the organization, which could leave critical
applications or legacy systems vulnerable to cyberattacks.
The specific problem is the CVSS severity rankings are
specific to individual vulnerabilities, which limited organizations
to remediate vulnerabilities based on the potential downstream
impact to other systems (Franklin, Wergin, & Booth, 2014). Low
or Medium vulnerabilities can be used together to create a more
sophisticated and harmful attack (FIRST, 2018a). Organizations
may not be aware of the importance of patching or remediating
Low and Medium vulnerabilities. By gaining more knowledge
about vulnerability chaining, and how this was used to compromise
systems, organizations will be better able to prioritize vulnerability
remediation and create a more secure environment.
The purpose of this quantitative study is to use a pre-test / protest quasi-experiment to compare how cybersecurity professionals
in the USMC rate vulnerabilities before and after seeing examples
of vulnerability chaining using the CVSS calculator. This study
also showed how vulnerability chaining was used with what the
CVSS scoring system classify as Low and Medium vulnerabilities
to provide more complex cyberattack. The intention of the pre-test
measurement was to discover if individuals understood the basic
CVSS scores and accurately scored Low and Medium
vulnerabilities. The intention of the post-test measurement was to
find out if, after seeing a chained attack, the individuals scored
those vulnerabilities differently. In this quasi-experiment, the
researcher hoped to find out if examples of vulnerability chaining
would change the overall score of an individual vulnerability.
A

Research Questions
The question this research sought to answer was, what was the
score that cybersecurity professionals in the USMC gave
individual vulnerabilities before and after seeing vulnerabilities
used in combination to create a more severe cyberattack? The
hypothesis was the CVSS score that USMC cybersecurity
professionals assigned to vulnerabilities after seeing chained
attacks will be statistically different than a control group not
exposed to the chained attacks. The null hypothesis was the CVSS
score that USMC cybersecurity professionals assigned to
vulnerabilities after seeing chained attacks will not be statistically
different than a control group not exposed to the chained attacks.
Through identifying how these individuals rank vulnerabilities,
there were several qualitative research questions, which could be
asked, based on the results.
Research Question: Will cybersecurity professionals in field
operations of the Marine Corps rank vulnerabilities higher, the
same, or lower after seeing how vulnerabilities can be chained
together?
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Hypothesis: The CVSS score that Marine Corps cybersecurity
professionals assign to vulnerabilities after seeing chained attacks
will be statistically different than a control group not exposed to the
chained attacks.
(Null) Hypothesis: The CVSS score that Marine Corps
cybersecurity professionals assign to vulnerabilities after seeing
chained attacks will not be statistically different than a control
group not exposed to the chained attacks.
I.

DATA ANALYSIS AND PROCEDURES

The set of procedures for this quasi-experimental
quantitative study were outlined to include the selection of
participants and the control group. Before the control group or
treatment group were surveyed, a pilot study took place to ensure
validity and reliability of the quasi-experimental research design.
The participants were selected at random for the control group and
the experiment using a link provided to the USMC POC to
distribute. Each participant was assigned a random number by a
research assistant to ensure the anonymity of the individuals. Half
of the sample was chosen at random to participate in the control
group based on the AB text function in SurveyMonkey. The
remaining half of participants were used in the experiment.
From both the control group and the experimental group,
several pieces of data were analyzed, as follows. From the control
group, it was important to find out how cybersecurity professionals
ranked vulnerabilities with (or without) knowledge of chained
vulnerability scenarios. The demographic information gathered
from the participants provided insight into if knowledge of
vulnerability chaining determines the score of vulnerabilities.
Another piece of data to analyze was how much experience
everyone had in cybersecurity and vulnerability management.
Examining the control group was important before looking into the
group which receives the treatment.
Once the survey results were analyzed from the control
group, the treatment group results were examined. The most
important component of the study was to see if scores changed
between the pre-test and post-test scores from participants. This
was done using a chart to show how individuals scored
vulnerabilities before and after the demonstration. After
determining if vulnerabilities were scored higher, lower, or the
same, the length of time to complete the survey was inspected. It
was possible the length of time to complete the survey meant the
participants were unsure of how to answer or did not understand
the question.
Inferential statistics were used to test the hypothesis, and the
sample was identified using the statistics related to demographics.
An inferential statistic review consisted of looking at the
independent variable related to the dependent variable and using a
One Sample t Test (Kent State University, 2018). This type of test
looked at the statistical difference between zero and a change score
(Kent State University, 2018). This test helped to determine if
there was a change in score compared to the original measurements
(scores for vulnerabilities provided by CVSS) (Kent State
University, 2018).

I.

CHOSEN VULNERABILITIES FOR EXPERIMENT

A. SSRF
The first vulnerability presented was SSRF, which was
the potential for an attacker to make custom requests to a web
server on an internal network (Särud, 2018). One example of a
SSRF vulnerability was CVE-2018-1999039 which was released in
August of 2018 (NIST, 2018i). This vulnerability was classified
with a base score of 4.3 (Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a base score of
4.0 (Medium) in CVSS 2.0 (NIST, 2018i). This specific CVE is for
an SSRF which existed in plugin version 2.0.1 for Jenkins
Confluence Publisher (NIST, 2018i). Depending on the software
affected, CVE’s related to SSRF on the NIST website were
classified Medium, High, or Critical.

B. CSRF
The second vulnerability presented was CSRF, which allowed
an attacker to log the victim in to a system with the attacker’s
credentials (Särud, 2018). One example of a CSRF vulnerability
was CVE-2018-13401 which was released in December of 2018
(NIST, 2018f). This vulnerability was classified with a base score
of 6.1 (Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a base score of 5.8 (Medium) in
CVSS 2.0 (NIST, 2018f). This specific CVE was for a CSRF
vulnerability which existed in Jira versions before 7.13.1 and
allowed attackers to obtain the CSRF token through a redirect
vulnerability (NIST, 2018f). Depending on the software affected,
CVE’s related to CSRF on the NIST website were classified
Medium, High, or Critical.

C. CRLF
The third vulnerability presented was CRLF Injection, which
allowed an attacker to inject a header to grant internal servers the
permissions to deploy other systems via a callback (CWE, 2019a).
One example of a CRLF Injection was CVE-2017-7528 which was
released in August of 2018 (NIST, 2018c). This vulnerability was
classified with a base score of 6.5 (Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a
base score of 3.3 (Low) in CVSS 2.0 (NIST, 2018c). This specific
CVE was for Ansible Towers which had Red Hat Engine 5 and
was vulnerable to CRLF attacks (NIST, 2018c). Depending on the
software affected, CVE’s related to CRLF on the NIST website
were classified Low, Medium, or High.

D. Deserialization

The third and fifth pages of the survey were the pre-test
and post-test questions and included the same in format and
content. There was a description above each of these pages, which
included how CVSS scores vulnerabilities ranged from None (0.0),
Low (0.1 – 3.9), Medium (4.0 – 6.9), High (7.0 – 8.9), or Critical
(9.0 – 10.0). The description also requested the participants to
score vulnerabilities in a decimal format and provided an example
for how to correctly input responses. Nine vulnerabilities were
presented including a description directly from the OWASP
website. The intention of providing the description was to ensure
each participant understood fully which vulnerability to score.
After each description, the participant was provided with a prompt
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to score the vulnerability based on the given description, as well as
their own experience with vulnerability management.
Each of the nine vulnerabilities was chosen based on the
inconsistencies of vulnerability score between versions 2.0 and 3.0
of CVSS, as well as any iterations of the vulnerability where it was
scored as a Medium. The nine vulnerabilities chosen included
Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF), Cross-Site Request Forgery
(CSRF), Carriage Return Line Feed (CRLF) Injection,
Deserialization, HTTPOnly flag, Cross-site Scripting (XSS),
Remote File Inclusion (RFI), SQL Injection (SQLi), and
Authentication Bypass. Depending on the software or operating
system affected by these vulnerabilities, the CVSS score was
dissimilar. Each of these vulnerabilities was described, CVE
number and description provided, as well as a possible CVSS
score.

The fourth vulnerability presented was Deserialization, which
was when an application deserialized untrusted data without
verifying the information was valid (CWE, 2019b). One example
of a Deserialization vulnerability was CVE-2016-9585, which was
released in March of 2018 (NIST, 2018b). This vulnerability was
classified with a base score of 5.3 (Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a
base score of 2.6 (Low) in CVSS 2.0 (NIST, 2018b). This CVE
was for Red Hat JBoss EAP version 5, which was vulnerable to
deserialization in the JMX endpoint (NIST, 2018b). This type of
vulnerability could result in a denial of service attack against the
machine (NIST, 2018b). Depending on the software affected,
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CVE’s related to Deserialization on the NIST website were
classified Medium, High, or Critical.

E. HTTPOnly Flag
The fifth vulnerability presented was the HTTPOnly flag,
which allowed attackers to obtain sensitive information through
access to cookies (NIST, 2018a). One example of an HTTPOnly
flag vulnerability was CVE-2014-9635, which was released in
September 2017 (NIST, 2018a). This vulnerability was classified
with a base score of 5.3 (Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a base score of
5.0 (Medium) in CVSS 2.0 (NIST, 2018a). This CVE was for any
version of Jenkins before 1.586 which did not set a Set-Cookie
header when run on Tomcat 7.0.41 (NIST, 2018a). Depending on
the software affected, CVE’s related to HTTPOnly flags on the
NIST website were classified Medium, High, or Critical.

CVE’s related to SQLi on the NIST website were classified
Medium, High, or Critical. Table 2 shows how each vulnerability
was scored in CVSS version 2.0 versus CVSS version 3.0.
TABLE I.

SSRF

CVSS v2.0 Versus v3.0 Scores
CVSS v2.0
CVSS v3.0
4.3
4.0

CSRF

6.1

5.8

CRLF

6.5

3.3

Deserialization

5.3

2.6

HTTPOnly

5.3

5.0

F. XSS

XSS

6.1

4.3

The sixth vulnerability was XSS, which was able to steal
cookies using this vulnerability. An example of an XSS
vulnerability is CVE-2018-17952, which was released in
December 2018 (NIST, 2018h). This vulnerability was classified
with a base score of 6.1 (Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a base score of
4.3 (Medium) in CVSS 2.0 (NIST, 2018h). This CVE was for an
XSS vulnerability in eDirectory software prior to version 9.1
Service Pack (SP) 2 (NIST, 2018h). Depending on the software
affected, CVE’s related to XSS on the NIST website were
classified Not Available, Medium, or High. The most surprising
find about this vulnerability were the amount of XSS CVE’s which
did not have a CVSS version 2.0 or 3.0 score, considering XSS
made OWASP’s Top 10 list in 2017 (OWASP, 2018a).

RFI

6.1

4.3

SQLi

4.3

4.0

Authentication
Bypass

5.5

2.1

G. RFI
The seventh vulnerability presented was RFI, which allowed a
directory to be loaded as a file into a share (Kure, 2015). An
example of an RFI vulnerability was CVE-2018-11101, which was
released in May of 2018 (NIST, 2018e). This vulnerability was
classified with a base score of 6.1 (Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a
base score of 4.3 (Medium) in CVSS 2.0 (NIST, 2018e). This CVE
mentioned the use of two vulnerabilities, including XSS and using
RFI to inject HTML code as a message (NIST, 2018e). Depending
on the software affected, CVE’s related to RFI on the NIST
website were classified Not Available, Medium, or High.

H. SQL Injection
The eighth vulnerability presented was SQLi, which allowed
an attacker to execute SQL commands on a database to read data
from tables (NIST, 2018d). An example of a SQLi vulnerability is
CVE-2018-11065, which was released in August of 2018 (NIST,
2018d). This vulnerability was classified with a base score of 4.3
(Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a base score of 4.0 (Medium) in CVSS
2.0 (NIST, 2018d). This CVE was related to a component of RSA
Archer, called WorkPoint, and was only vulnerable on versions
prior to 6.4.0.1 (NIST, 2018d). Depending on the software
affected, CVE’s related to SQLi on the NIST website were
classified Medium, High, or Critical.

I. Authentication Bypass
The ninth vulnerability presented was an Authentication
Bypass, which was accomplished by using a modified URL
parameter, manipulating a form, or counterfeiting sessions from
the user (OWASP, 2018b). An example of an Authentication
Bypass vulnerability was CVE-2018-1650, which was released in
December of 2018 (NIST, 2018g). This vulnerability was
classified with a base score of 5.5 (Medium) in CVSS 3.0 and a
base score of 2.1 (Low) in CVSS 2.0 (NIST, 2018g). This CVE
was specific to IBM QRadar SIEM versions 7.2 and 7.3, which
allowed attackers to bypass authentication the administrator had
configured (NIST, 2018g). Depending on the software affected,
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Vulnerability

After the participants were shown the pre-test survey page,
which requested vulnerability scores for each of the nine
vulnerabilities, the treatment group received a page containing
possible chained vulnerability attacks. These attacks were chosen
based on the potential for them to exist in real-world scenarios.
Each chained vulnerability example contained a reference to
someone who either used these chained vulnerability attacks or
proposed the potential to exploit. Figure 1 displays how each of the
chained vulnerability examples worked, which included the
vulnerabilities presented in the pre-test and post-test questions.

Fig 1. Vulnerability chain examples used in the experiment.

II. RESULTS
A. Pilot Results
The initial pilot participant noted some issues with
understanding how and why the vulnerabilities were chosen. The
individual believed the vulnerabilities were more like vulnerability
categories, instead of specifically chosen vulnerabilities with a
CVE ID. The individual also noted the researcher used OWASP
definitions for vulnerabilities, where the individual thought STIG
references would be more appropriate. The researcher politely
disagreed with the individual and explained this in a follow-up email.
The vulnerabilities were chosen because each one specifically
fit into a vulnerability chaining example, not because they were
based on any one technology or vulnerability in a system. The
reason OWASP definitions were used were based on its wide
usage within the cybersecurity community. OWASP was also used
because several of the vulnerabilities were included in the OWASP
Top Ten list (as mentioned in Chapter 3). Once the participant
received this information, they agreed the definitions and
vulnerabilities were correct and was satisfied with the three
changes the researcher made to the survey.
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The other participants did not provide additional feedback after
taking the survey. As the researcher did receive helpful and
descriptive information from one participant, this helped to shape
the study. The pilot participants were asked to complete the survey
within five business days and three of the participants complied.
On the closing date the researcher sent a final note to Dr. Letteer
with detailed instructions on the changes to the survey. The link to
the survey was also provided to Dr. Letteer for distribution to the
USMC cybersecurity groups.

Treatment Group Results
Vulnerability

Treatment PreTest Mean

Treatment Post-Test
Mean

Std. Deviation

CSRF

7.4

8.6

8.06

CRLF

6.3

6.5

6.44

Deserializati
on
HTTPOnly

7.8

7.9

7.89

3.6

3.1

1.83

B. Control Group

XSS

7.8

8.9

8.84

A total of 3 participants received the survey without the
treatment, but only 2 participants scored both sets of
vulnerabilities. The control group took an average of 20 minutes to
complete the survey without the treatment. Table 3 contains the
results of the control group pre-test and post-test mean scores. The
vulnerabilities which saw a statistical difference of +/- 1 were
CSRF and HTTPOnly. Authentication Bypass was the sole
vulnerability which received a lower score, though it would not be
considered statistically significant per the CVSS scale. The
standard deviation was included to provide context between the
pre-test and post-test mean scores.

RFI

8.3

7.9

8.29

SQLi

9.1

9.2

9.16

Authenticati
on Bypass

8.1

8.2

8.15

Table ii.
Control Group Results
Vulnerab
ility

Contro
l Pre-Test
Mean

SSRF

8.7

9.2

9

CSRF

7.5

9

8.28

CRLF

8.2

8.2

0

Deseriali
zation

9.5

9.6

9.57

HTTPO

7.6

8.7

8.19

XSS

8.5

9

8.75

RFI

9.6

9.7

SQLi

9
9.2

Control PostTest Mean

Std.
Deviation

Table 4 displays the variance between CVSS version 2.0,
version 3.0, and control group pre-test and post-test scores. These
scores show the wide variance not only between CVSS version 2.0
and 3.0, but also how the participants scored the vulnerabilities with
only their knowledge and experience. While the pre-test and posttest scores are statistically similar, vulnerabilities show a
statistically significant score for all vulnerabilities between CVSS
versions and the control groups responses.

Table iv.
Vulnerabilit
y

CVSS
v2.0

Control Group Results - Mean
CVSS
Control
Control
v3.0
Pre-Test
Post-Test
Mean
Mean
4.0
8.7
9.2

SSRF

4.3

CSRF

6.1

5.8

7.5

9

CRLF

6.5

3.3

8.2

8.2

5.3

2.6

9.5

9.6

9.7

Deserializati
on
HTTPOnly

5.3

5.0

7.6

8.7

9

0

XSS

6.1

4.3

8.5

9

9

9.12

RFI

6.1

4.3

9.6

9.7

SQLi

4.3

4.0

9

9

Authenticati
on Bypass

5.5

2.1

9.2

9

nly

Authenti
cation
Bypass

D. Mean – Control Group

C. Treatment Group
A total of 7 participants received the survey with the treatment,
but only 6 completed scoring of both sets of vulnerabilities. The
treatment group took an average of 27 minutes to complete the
survey with the treatment. Table 4 contains the results of the
treatment group pre-test and post-test mean scores. The
vulnerabilities which saw a statistical difference of +/- 1 were
CSRF and XSS. HTTPOnly and RFI received a lower score,
though it would not be considered statistically significant per the
CVSS scale. The standard deviation was included to provide
context between the pre-test and post-test mean scores.

E. Mean – Treatment Group
Table 5 displays the variance between CVSS version 2.0,
version 3.0, and treatment group pre-test and post-test scores.
These scores show a wide variance not only between CVSS
version 2.0 and 3.0, but also how the participants scored the
vulnerabilities with only their knowledge and experience. While
the pre-test and post-test scores are statistically similar on all but
CSRF and XSS, vulnerabilities show a statistically different score
for all vulnerabilities between CVSS versions and the control
groups responses.

Table iii.

Table v.

Treatment Group Results
Vulnerability
SSRF

Treatment PreTest Mean

Treatment Post-Test
Mean

Std. Deviation

8.5

8.5

0
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Treatment Group Results - Mean
Vulnerability
SSRF

CVSS v2.0

CVSS v3.0

Trtmt PreTest Mean

Trtmt PostTest Mean

4.3

4.0

8.5

8.5
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Treatment Group Results - Mean
Vulnerability

CVSS v2.0

CVSS v3.0

Trtmt PreTest Mean

Trtmt PostTest Mean

CSRF

6.1

5.8

7.4

8.6

CRLF

6.5

3.3

6.3

6.5

Deserializatio
n
HTTPOnly

5.3

2.6

7.8

7.9

5.3

5.0

3.6

3.1

XSS

6.1

4.3

7.8

8.9

RFI

6.1

4.3

8.3

7.9

SQLi

4.3

4.0

9.1

9.2

Authentication
Bypass

5.5

2.1

8.1

8.2

but decreased in the post-test treatment group. But the reasoning
for this remains a mystery, as there is no indication in the data why
the individuals chose to score this vulnerability lower after the
demonstration. One could deduce the participants found this
vulnerability less severe after seeing how it was used in a chained
attack.
IV Future work

III. Conclusions
To address the research question and hypothesis, the
interpretation of the findings will be discussed. Findings will
include any relation between demographic information and
vulnerability scores, relation to participants vulnerability scores
and CVSS scores, as well as any difference between the control
and treatment groups. Of major interest to the paper, will be the
analysis of control and treatment groups, to find if vulnerability
scores changed due to the chained vulnerability examples. The
researcher will also discuss if the evidence collected was bound or
unbound, and if the data confirms or contradicts the research
question.
The research question asked if USMC personnel would
score vulnerabilities differently or the same after reviewing a
demonstration of chained vulnerabilities. While reviewing the
differences in pre-test and post-test scores, the control group
scored two of the nine vulnerabilities the same in both sets of
questions, while the other vulnerability scores changed. The
vulnerabilities scores which did not change were CRLF (8.2) and
SQL injection (9). The average vulnerability score for the control
group changed two vulnerabilities from a Medium score to a High
score according to the CVSS calculator; CSRF (from 7.5 to 9.0)
and XSS (8.3 to 9.0). However, one vulnerability score went down
on the second round of scoring, the Authentication Bypass was
changed from a 9.2 to a 9.0. Results from the control group were
inconsistent, but the only statistically significant changes were
shown in the CSRF and XSS vulnerabilities. This could just mean
that the participants meant to
The hypothesis noted that USMC cybersecurity
professionals would score the vulnerabilities in a statistically
different way than the control group, which did not see the chained
vulnerability demonstration. There were four vulnerabilities which
saw statistically significant changes in scores between the control
group and the treatment group. CRLF, Deserialization, HTTPOnly,
and RFI vulnerabilities were scored at a +/-1 between the control
and the treatment groups. This showed a difference in how
vulnerabilities were scored after seeing a chained vulnerability
attack, but the most fascinating part was the vulnerabilities were
scored lower in the treatment group. The treatment group scored
vulnerabilities overall lower than the control group. So, while the
vulnerability scores themselves from the treatment group were not
statistically different, compared to the control group it was a
significant difference.
The most interesting finding of this study was the
increased scores that participants gave to all vulnerabilities, except
for the HTTPOnly flag. This was interesting since CVSS scored
this vulnerability +/- 2 points higher than the average participant. It
is possible this vulnerability is not as well known, and therefore
could be not well understood in the community. The vulnerability
chaining example did not increase the score of this vulnerability
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While the analysis determined that the treatment group
only changed one vulnerability in a statistically significant manner,
this leads to many other questions the researcher would like to ask.
The first question is why these individuals did not score the other
vulnerabilities higher, or whether the treatment did not affect their
initial higher scores of the vulnerabilities. A qualitative study could
be done with the same sample, to find if there is a correlation
between the training they receive and the ability to score
vulnerabilities higher. Another quantitative study could be done to
show the exact CVE numbers and find if the individuals would be
able to accurately score the vulnerabilities based on explicit
technical detail.
Another possibility for future research is to perform this
experiment with either a government or private industry
organization. It could be very interesting to find out how other
participants would score vulnerabilities, and if their training and
education background would change their answers. The USMC
clearly has some excellent documentation and training material,
and it seems like their staff is well trained on vulnerability scoring.
It would also be helpful to find a larger sample to conduct this
experiment on. If the questions were shortened, it is possible more
people would be willing to complete the survey.
It could also be interesting to choose another set of
vulnerabilities and show new vulnerability chaining examples. The
intention of this research was to take relatively well-known
vulnerabilities to score, but it may be more interesting to choose
lesser known vulnerabilities to see how the scores would change.
This could lead to further research as participants may need more
information on the vulnerabilities and could potentially be done
using a qualitative method. It could provide more concrete
evidence as to why individuals score vulnerabilities, and not
strictly the scoring numbers.
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ABSTRACT - In this paper, we present a new swarm intelligence
algorithm for gene selection called quantum moth flame optimization
algorithm (QMFOA), which based on hybridization between
quantum computation and moth flame optimization algorithm
(MFOA). The purpose of QMFOA is to identify a small gene subset
that can be used to classify samples with high accuracy. The QMFOA has a simple two-phase approach, the first phase is a preprocessing that uses to address the difficulty of high-dimensional
data, which measure the redundancy and the relevance of the gene,
in order to obtain the relevant gene set. The second phase is
hybridization among MFOA, quantum computing, and support
vector machine (SVM) with leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOOCV), in order to solve the gene selection problem. The main
objective of the second phase is to determine the best relevant gene
subset of all genes obtained in the first phase.
In order to assess the performance of the proposed QMFOA, we test
it on six Microarray datasets. Experimental results show that
QMFOA provides great classification accuracy in comparison to
some known algorithms.
KEYWORDS - Genes expression, Feature Selection, Moth Flame
Optimization, Algorithm Quantum Computing, Microarray Data,
Cancer Classification, Bio-inspired, Algorithms Molecular, Biology
Optimization, Algorithms, Evolutionary, Algorithms Swarm,
Intelligence.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Gene selection is a branch of feature selection, which establishes
an evident approach to reducing dimensionality and over-fitting [17].
The main task of gene selection is to find the best subset of genes
from all possible choices by filtering out irrelevant, redundant and
noisy genes [25]. To achieve good classification accuracy, it is
important to choose the most pertinent genes that are necessary and
sufficient to describe the target concept, like gives some aspects of
functional genomics. In addition, to find an optimal small set of
relevant genes has been proven to be an NP-complete problem [5, 7].
In literature, several gene selection methods have been proposed
and can be organized into three categories including filter, wrapper,
and embedded methods [18, 9]. Filter methods utilize essentially the
general statistical properties of the training data at hand without
using any learning algorithm. Although these methods are fast but
have rather poor performance. In contrast, the wrapper methods
select a set of discriminatory features by using a predetermined
learning algorithm. The interest of these methods is that the chosen
subset is perfectly adapted to the classifier. How- ever, the wrapper
methods are more costly in computational time because each
evaluation of a feature subset requires a training model, in which the
computational complexity depends on the complexity of the learning
model used [8]. Embedded methods are similar to wrapper approaches
by combining the exploration process with a learning algorithm [10],
which are an extension of wrapper approaches and undertake feature
selection in the process of classifier training. The advantage of these
methods is that the classifier provides important information that
guides the search, which makes these methods more efficient than
wrapper methods.
Copyright © AJSE Publishers

In recent years, quantum computing has been proposed in the literature
[19, 20] as a more effective technique than classical computing. In other
words, quantum physics has been used to build a new kind of computers,
called quantum computers [20]. Unlike classical computers that deal
with binary digits (bits), the basic unit a quantum bit (Q-bit), in addition
the usual f0f and f1f states, a Q-bit can also in any superposition of
these two states [13]. Therefore, the best suggestion right now is to use
quantum algorithms and apply them to classical computers.
Over the past few years, many algorithms have been proposed to solve
gene selection using quantum fields (quantum computing). Among
them, Cluster QGA have been proposed by [23], which uses clustering
to choose a small set of non-redundant representative genes and then
applies the Quantum Genetic Algorithm to define a minimal set of nonredundant and relevant genes. The authors in [26] have proposed an
approach called binary quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization
(BQPSO). This approach coupling between PSO, quantum computing,
and support vector machine (SVM) with leave-one-out cross-validation
to solve gene selection, which is a discretized version of the original
QPSO for binary 0-1 optimization problems. In addition, the GQASY M
[1] has been proposed as a hybrid approach between the Genetic
Quantum Algorithm and the Support Vector Machines classifier to gene
selection and classification of Microarray Data. The main goal of this
algorithm is to identify a small subset of genes that could be used to
separate two classes of samples with high accuracy.
In this work, we propose a new algorithm called Quantum Moth Flame
Optimization Algorithm (QMFOA), in order to find the best gene
subset to provide high classification accuracy to cancer Microarray
data. The QMFOA inherits parallelism, decentralization, and
cooperation of swarm intelligence algorithm (bio-inspired algorithm,
specifically MFOA) to solve the gene selection problem. For solve this
problem, the QMFOA uses a hybrid model that uses several techniques:
Quantum field (Quantum computing), Moth Flame Optimization
Algorithm (MFOA), Mini- mum Redundancy-Maximum Relevance
(mRMR), and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Leave One Out
Cross Validation (LOOCV).
In order to prove the advantages of proposed QMFOA, we have tested
QMFOA on six well-known datasets issued of Microarray experiments
treating cancer and compared our results with several recently
published algorithms in the literature. The experimental results have
shown that QMFOA can achieve better performance of classification
accuracy with a competitive number of genes selected i.e., it is able to
provide a minimum number of genes to obtain the highest classification
accuracy for solving the gene selection problem in both binary and
multi classes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
our proposed QMFOA approach to gene selection. The experimental
results and discussions are included in Section 3. Finally, the
conclusion is given in Section 4.
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2.

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR THE GENE
SELECTION PROBLEM

In this section, we propose a new algorithm called Quantum Moth
Flame Optimization Algorithm (QMFOA) for gene selection and
classification of high dimensional Microarray data. This work is
based on a hyridizing Moth- Flame Optimization Algorithm (MFOA)
with concepts resulting from the quantum field to provide solutions
for a gene selection problem. However, the QMFOA purpose is to
select small samples of informative genes amongst thousands of
them.
The principle of the proposed algorithm consists of a two-phase
approach. In the first phase, instead of to use the full set of available
genes, we use preprocessing to select a relatively smaller set of nonredundant and relevant genes and that passed on to the second phase
of QMFOA for the effective selection of a minimal set of informative
genes. In order to guarantee this, we start by normalization of
Microarray data with the Min-Max method that can guarantee a
stable convergence of weights and biases [14]. Furthermore, we use
the statistical technique of Minimum Redundancy-Maximum
Relevance (mRMR) to measure the relevance and redundancy of
selected genes, in order to reduce the high number of genes by
eliminating genes redundancy [21].
The second phase of QMFOA is applied to the set of d
representative genes that were obtained in the first phase of QMFOA
in order to find a minimal subset of the relevant genes (.i.e, the
maximum number of genes in a moth (individual)). Like any bioinspired algorithms, this algorithm is based on a population of
solutions that is preserved through several generations, which seeks
the best-fitted solution to the gene selection problem, evaluating the
gene subset of those included in the current population. The
fundamental idea of this phase is to combine the MFOA and
quantum fields with the SVM classifier. The fitness function uses the
SVM classifier with the Leave One Out Cross Validation (LOOCV)
method and the percentage of genes that are not selected, which is
applied in order to evaluate and validate the provided solutions. The
main goal of QMFOA is to select a high accuracy genes subset that
includes a smaller number of genes. Finally, the better gene subset
obtained by QMFOA will be evaluated using the SVM classifier.
2.1 Representation of Candidate Solutions
dsubset: set of genes;
For QMFOA, the moth (individual) represents a gene subset of the
obtain
maximum number d of genes in an individual.
The moth population containing n and the number d of Q-bits. it is
represented as QM = {Qm1,Qm2, ….., Qmd},
Where, Qmi (i = 1, 2,..., n) is the ith moth. Each Qmi quantum
moth represents as follows (Eq.1):
cos(𝜃𝑖,1 )| cos(𝜃𝑖,2 )| cos (𝜃𝑖,3 )| … … . |cos(𝜃𝑖,𝑑 )
𝑄𝑚1 = |
|
sin(𝜃𝑖,1 )| sin(𝜃𝑖,2 )| sin(𝜃𝑖,3 )| … . . |sin(𝜃𝑖,𝑑 )
Where, d is the number of Q-bits used in each quantum moth’s
𝑥
representation, θi,k (k = 1, ….., d) with θi,k ϵ [0, 2 ] represents rotation
angle and satisfy the normalization condition
|cos (θi,k )|2 + |sin (θi,k )|2= 1 with
|cos (θi,k )|2 the probability of rejecting kth gene of the ith quantum moth
|sin (θi,k )|2the probability of selecting k th gene of the ith quantum moth

Simultaneously, the flame population containing n and the number d
of Q-bits. It is represented as QF = {Qf1, Qf2, …, Qfd} where Qfj (j =
1, 2, … n) is the jth flame. Each Qfj quantum flame represents as
follows (Eq.3):

𝑄𝑓𝑖 = |

cos(𝜔𝑗,1 )| cos(𝜔𝑗,2)| cos (𝜔𝑗,3 )| … … . |cos(𝜔𝑗,𝑑 )
|
sin(𝜔𝑗,1 )| sin(𝜔𝑗,2 )| sin(𝜔𝑗,3 )| … … . . . . |sin 𝜔𝑗,𝑑 )

Where, ωj,k (k = 1, …., d) satisfy the normalization condition
𝜋
|cos (ωi,k )|2 + |sin (ωi,k )|2= 1 and ωi,k ϵ [0, ]
2
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2.2. The Hybrid QMFOA Approach
The basic structure of the QMFOA has presented in this paper is
described by Algorithm 1.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Accuracy is one of the evaluation criteria of the classification model.
The accuracy of the classification is the overall correctness of the
classifier and is defined as the sum of the true correct cancer
classifications divided by the total number of classifications. The
accuracy of the classification is calculated according to Eq. 4.
Classification Accuracy =

𝐶𝐶
𝑁

× 100

Where, N is the total number of the instances in the initial Microarray
dataset and CC refers to correct classified instances.
3.1. Dataset
Table 1 presents detailed characteristics of these gene expression
datasets in terms of the number of classes, the number of genes, sample
size, reference, and a brief description.
3.2. Parameter Settings
The parameters used in QMFOA are displayed in Table 2. The
QMFOA used the mMRM as pre-filters to select the 100 top-ranked
genes from all. In this study, to perform our experiments, the number of
runs is 10 times on each dataset.
3.3. Experimental Results and Analysis
The QMFOA is evaluated on two kinds of benchmark Microarray
cancer data, which are binary class and multi class datasets, in order to
evaluate the performance and prove the effectiveness of the QMFOA to
the gene selection problem. To achieve this, we made a couple of
comparisons with some recently published algorithms.
Algorithm 1: QMFOA pseudo-code.
Input:
Data: Dataset;
Data set
dsubset: set of genes;
The set of genes of genes
by pre-filter mRMR (d: genes).
Pop_Size: integer;
population size.
QM [Pop_Size], QF [Pop_Size] of Quantum individual;
QM: Quantum moth and QF: Quantum flame.
BM [Pop_Size], BF [Pop_Size] of Binary individual;
BM: Binary moth and BF: Binary flame.
FM [Pop_Size], FF [Pop_Size] of Float;
Fitness of moth population FM and flame population FF.
Output:
Subsetbest : set of genes;

Best subset of genes

1: Normalization_Min-Max (Data);
Normalization of the dataset
2: dsubset ←mRMR (Data);
the subset of genes
that obtained by pre-filter of the mRMR
3: for (k ← 1 to Pop_Size) do
0
4: Initialization (𝑄𝑀𝑖,𝑘
, |𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡 |
Initialize a population 𝑄𝑀0 of
|𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡 |quantum moths
5: end for
6: Iteration ← 0
7: repeat
8: N br_Flames is calculated using by [16])
9: for (i ←1 to Pop_Size) do
10: 𝐵𝑀𝑖𝑡 ←Transformation (𝑄𝑀𝑖𝑡 , |𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡 |);
Make a BMt of |𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡 |
from QMt by Transformation function that defined in Algorithm 2

11: FM [i] ←Evaluate 𝐵𝑀𝑖𝑡 to fitness function;
12: end for
13: if Iteration ← 0 then
14: QF; BF; FF ← sort (FMt, QMt, BMt);
Sort QMt, BMt in
ascending order by the fitness function / (t = 0)
15: else
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16: QF; BF; FF ← sort (FMt; [QF;QMt]; [BF;BMt]);
Sort
[QF;QMt], [BF;BMt] in ascending order by the fitness function i.e.,
among moth population (t – 1, t)
17: end if
18: for (i ← 1 to Pop_Size) do
19: for (j ← 1 to N br_Flames) do
20: Disti;j ← Distance( 𝐵𝑀𝑖𝑡 , 𝐵𝐹𝑗𝑡 Calculate the distance between
the ith moth (𝐵𝑀𝑖𝑡 ) , the jth flame (𝐵𝐹𝑗𝑡 )
21: end for
22: 𝑄𝑚𝑡+1
← Update_Q (𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑡 , Disti;j , |𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡 |)
Update the
𝑖
quantum moth by Update_Q function that defined in Algorithm 3
23: end for
24: Subsetbest ← QF0, BF0, FF [0]
25: Iteration ← Iteration + 1
26: until (Iteration >Max_iteration)
27: return Subsetbest
3.3.1. Results obtained by QMFOA on binary class datasets
In this work, we compare QMFOA with well-known gene selection
algorithms published in the literature that have applied to binary
datasets, which present in Table 3, like PCC-BPSO and PCC-GA
[12], MOBBA_LS [6], GBC [3], ICA-ABC [4], MIM-AGA [15].
Table 3 illustrates the comparison of the experimental results
between the QMFOA and other gene selection algorithms that
applied to binary datasets, in terms of the best, worst, average and
standard deviation (S.D.) of the number of genes selected and the
classification accuracy. Cells with unknown values, to our
knowledge, are represented with the ’-’ character.
Algorithm 2: Transformation pseudo-code.
Input:
Qmi : quantum individual;
Qmi: quantum moth.
d: integer;
where, d: the maximum number of
genes in a moth
Output:
Bmi : binary individual;
moth.
1: function Transformation (Qmi, d)
2: for (j ←1 to d) do
3:
threshold ← random (0, 1)

Bmi: binary

Generate a random
real value between 0 and 1

4:
if (threshold > |Cos (θi,j)|2 then
5:
Bmi;j ←1 ;
6:
else
7:
Bmi;j ← 0;
8:
end if
9: end for
10: return Bmi
11: end function
Algorithm 3: Updating-Quantum pseudo-code.
Input:
𝑄𝑚𝑡𝑖 : quantum moth at generation t;
Disti;j : real;
Disti,j : Distance between ith
moth and jth flame at generation t.
d: integer;
where d: the maximum
number of genes in the moth |𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑡 |.
Output:
𝑄𝑚𝑡+1
: quantum moth of the next generation (t+1);
𝑖
𝐵𝑀𝑖𝑡+1 : binary moth of the next generation (t+1);
1: function UPDATE_Q (𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑡, Disti;j , d)
2:
for (k ← 1 to d) do
3:
if fitness (Bmi;k) < fitness(Bfj;k) then
4: α ← rand (0, 2 * k * π)
𝑡+1
5:
𝜃𝑖,𝑘
← Disti;j * α
6: else
𝑡+1
𝑡
7:
𝜃𝑖,𝑘
← 𝜃𝑖,𝑘
8: end if
9: end for
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10: 𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑡+1 ←Transformation (𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑡+1 , 𝑑)
11: return 𝐵𝑚𝑖𝑡+1, 𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑡+1
12: end function

Apply Transformation on
a new quantum moth 𝑄𝑚𝑡+1
𝑖

As can be seen in Table 3, for Leukemia1, four algorithms (PCCBPSO, PCC-GA, GBC and our algorithm) can obtain 100%
classification accuracy. For MOBBA_LS, ICA-ABC, and MIM-AGA
methods selected 3, 5 and 7 genes and achieved 97.1%, 96.43%, and
97.68% classification accuracy, respectively. In contrast, our algorithm
selects 32 genes and achieves 100% classification accuracy. In the bestobtained results for Leukemia1, the QMFOA obtained a slightly larger
amount of genes than PCC-BPSO and GBC. For Prostate_Tumor, our
method has achieved the highest accuracy (100%), but the
MOBBA_LS method selected 6 genes and achieved 94.10%
classification accuracy, in terms of accuracy, it is very far from
QMFOA, which is better than all methods.
In addition, for CNS, the QMFOA method has achieved the highest
accuracy that is better than all methods by 100%, at all classification
accuracy. For Colon, the ICA-ABC method selected 12 genes and
achieved 90.22% average accuracy.
Table 1: Description for the test gene expression datasets.
Dataset
Name
CNS

Sam
ples
60

Featur
es
7129

Classes

Notes

2 (Binary
class)
2 (Binary
class)
2 (Binary
class)
2 (Binary
class)

'MS':
39,
'TF': 21
'Tumor': 40,
'Normal': 22
'ALL':
47,
'AML': 25
'non-relapse':
51, 'relapse':
46)
'Cancer':
162,
'Normal': 91
'Normal': 52,
'Tumor': 50

Colon

62

2000

Leuke
mia1
Breast

72

7129

97

24481

Ovaria
n

253

15154

2 (Binary
class)

Prostat
e_Tum
or

102

10509

2 (Binary
class)

Sour
ce
[27]
[2]
[11]
[27]

[22]

[24]

Table 2: QMFOA parameters for gene subset selection and
classification.
parameters

Setting value

Population size
Normalization interval
Ѡ1
Ѡ2
Random angle (Archimedes
spiral)
Number of generation (iteration)
Top-ranked genes by mMRM

50
[-1,1]
0.70
0.30
[0, 6π] / k = 3
30
100

In contrast, the QMFOA is better than all methods; it selects 30.67
genes and achieves 100% classification accuracy. For Breast, the
MIM-AGA method selected 216 genes and achieved 95.21% average
accuracy. But, our algorithm selects 27.73 average genes and
achieves 81.44% classification accuracy. On the other hand, the
QMFOA selected 0.12% of the genes in terms of the number of
genes selected by the MIM-AGA.
Finlay, For the Ovarian dataset, the PCC-BPSO, PCC-GA, and
QMFOA can provide 100% in terms of best accuracy with the
number of genes selected being 17, 22, and 17, respectively. The
QMFOA can provide more than 99% for average accuracy and less
than 20 selected genes.
Based on the above analysis, in this comparison, we can conclude
that QMFOA has given better results than other algorithms in terms
of the classification accuracy and the number of genes selected.
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Table 3: Comparison of experimental results obtained by MIM-mMFA with other methods for binary class datasets.
Algorithms
QMFOA

Dataset

Leukemia1
100,00

Prostate Tumor
100,00

CNS
100,00

Colon
100,00

Breast
81,44

Ovarian
100,00

Worst

100,00

98,02

100,00

100,00

74,23

98,42

Avg.

100,00

99,87

100,00

100,00

77,53

99,37

S.D.

0,00

0,51

0,00

0,00

2,07

0,44

Best

32,00

26,00

28,00

27,00

22,00

17,00

Worst

41,00

39,00

40,00

34,00

33,00

24,00

Avg.

36,47

32,60

31,27

30,67

27,73

20,60

S.D.

3,00

4,14

3,63

2,09

2,96

2,16

Accuracy

Best

100,00

97,06

98,33

91,94

90,72

100,00

# Genes

Best

18,00

33,00

39,00

25,00

41,00

17,00

Accuracy

Best

100,00

96,08

98,33

91,94

88,66

100,00

Accuracy

# Genes

PCC-BPSO

PCC-GA

Best

# Genes

Best

35,00

26,00

MOBBA_LS

Accuracy

Best

97,10

94,10

-

-

# Genes
Accuracy

Best
Best

3,00
100,00

6,00
-

-

-

GBC

worst

93,05

-

Avg

96,43

-

Best
Best

5,00
98,21

-

worst

ICA-ABC

MIM-AGA

# Genes
Accuracy

48,00

29,00

38,00

22,00

-

-

98,38

-

-

-

91,93

-

-

-

94,62

-

-

97,88

-

20,00
97,34

-

-

55,76

77,81

-

82,34

-

-

Avg

83,22

82,34

-

90,22

-

-

-

# Genes

Best

12,00

20,00

-

12,00

Accuracy

Best

97,68

97,69

-

89,09

95,21

-

# Genes

Best

7,00

93,00

-

19,00

216,00

-

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented a new hybrid technique between
quantum computing and the Moth flam optimization called quantum
Moth flam optimization algorithm (QMFOA) for gene selection and
classification of high dimensional datasets. Therefore, the goal of this
work is to provide a new bio-inspired algorithm to solve gene
selection problems.
The QMFOA consists of two stages. In the first stage, we used the
mRMR as a pre-filter method to rank the gene scores and select the
100 top genes as inputs of the second stage. The overall objective of
this work is to select a smaller number of genes and obtain a
classification accuracy similar to or better than that obtained by using
all genes.
The experimental results of QMFOA on six binary class datasets
have shown that our algorithm can find useful informative genes than
all other compared algorithms in terms of classification accuracy, i.e.
is better than all other compared algorithms, and also able to deliver
competitive results in terms of the number of genes.
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Abstract - A qualitative analysis study that examined the views and
opinions of non-technology professionals in the U.S. regarding
that will allow them to snoop on online private communications of
smartphone users. Governments would prefer exclusive access to
encryption technologies, called a backdoor, to use in accessing
messages. Technology professionals have, however, argued against
a backdoor; they claim a backdoor would not only be an
infringement of their privacy but that hackers could also take
advantage of it. In light of this security and privacy conflict
messages in order to thwart potential terror attacks, this study
presents the views and opinions of non-technology professionals in
the U.S. who are the largest group of smartphone users, on the
ensuing encryption debate. Using qualitative descriptive design
methodology, a survey of 26 participants was conducted and data
was analyzed
-step process of
inductive thematic analysis. Results from this research study
showed that non-technology professionals are willing to allow the
government to infringe on their privacy if that will guarantee them
security.

Keywords: instant messaging,
encryption, privacy, government

WhatsApp,

end-to-end

I
INTRODUCTION
Since smartphones became popular, many instant messaging
(IM) services have been launched (Yeboah & Ewur, 2014). Some
governments have become concerned about the ubiquity of IM
services on mobile phones and their use of end-to-end encryption
harder for them (Endeley, 2018; Michalas, 2017). E2EE ensures
messages between communicating parties are secure, free from
snooping, and hard to crack (Brantly, 2017). E2EE offers peace of
mind to end users as it secures their data in transit and from third
parties (Endeley, 2018). The service provider cannot access the
messages, which can only be decrypted by the intended recipient
2017).
Governments would prefer special access to encryption
technologies, called a backdoor, to use in accessing messages
(Michalas, 2017). According to McCarthy (2016), a backdoor is an
intentionally engineered gateway into the encryption system to
provide an alternative means of accessing the encrypted content. An
encryption backdoor may allow third parties to gain access to
unencrypted data using certain keys (Abelson et al., 2015). The
same backdoor used by an authorized third party such as a
government agency authorized by court order may also be
vulnerable to an unauthorized attacker who should not have access
to the data (Abelson et al., 2015). Governments have emphasized
they will only use the backdoor if there is a credible threat to
proposals for a backdoor, Kern (2012) argued the promise of
privacy guaranteed by modern encryption techniques, is, to a great
extent, what has expounded the broad use of the internet. Kern
further stated common online practices, such as online shopping,
banking, and remote terminal services, would largely be impossible
without the guarantee of the privacy and confidentiality provided by
encryption.
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According to Max (2016), governments and security agencies are
wrong due to their unfounded belief that strong encryption that protects
information on the internet, can at the same time be made weak in order
to grant the government access to information.
The encryption and privacy debate heated up more recently following
the indictment
campaign manager, Paul Manafort: United States v. Manafort, District
Court, District of Columbia (Novak, 2018). The federal prosecutors
accused him amongst other things of witness tampering using the end-toend encrypted messaging applications WhatsApp and Telegram (Novak,
2018). While E2EE ensures integrity, security, and privacy, it removes
opportunities for government surveillance and the capacity to keep the
nation secure by intercepting terrorist communications (Rastogi &
Hendler, 2017).
According to McCarthy (2016), the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) has been voicing concern that due to barriers such as strong
attempt to monitor certain electronic communications and suspected
terrorists. McCarthy revealed an increasing awareness of data-related
privacy concerns in the aftermath of the Edward Snowden revelations
made from 2013 onwards. These revelations purported to show the
wide-reaching extent of bulk government surveillance by the U.S. and
U.K. security agencies (McCarthy, 2016). McCarthy further stated the
Apple, Google, Facebook, WhatsApp, and Blackberry, have rushed to
announce a renewed commitment to customer privacy. These
companies all announced plans to implement E2EE on a default basis.
Law enforcement has been advocating for a backdoor into E2EE in
IM services, thus undermining privacy and security (McCarthy, 2016).
The New York County District Attorney, Cyrus Vance, in a written
testimony to the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee said Apple and
Google smartphones should be configured to allow data on these
devices to be accessed by law enforcement when it has judicial
Law enforcement agencies such as the FBI have argued to the U.S.
Congress that the only way to compel smartphone manufacturers to
comply with their request for a backdoor will be through legislation
(Barr, 2016).
Much of the literature regarding the effects of E2EE on society has
centered on the points of view of cryptographers and law enforcement
agencies (Brantly, 2017). An in-depth review of the literature on this
debate, however, showed no study had been done before in the U.S. to
seek the opinions and views of non-technology professionals. Brantly,
2017 stated the former NSA and CIA Director, General (Ret.) Michael
merican people allow us,
Hayden did not give any details following his statement on the view of
the American people regarding encryption backdoors; he left it to
anyone's imagination
the U.S. labor force.
Non- technology professionals, therefore, represent the largest
segment of the labor force, and by inference the largest group of
-
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technology professionals in the U.S. who will be impacted and are
which nontechnology professionals would want the government to
go regarding reading their private messages as a tradeoff for more
security.
Studies have shown that non-technology professionals do not
understand the impact of creating backdoors into encryption
technologies (Sagers, Hosack, & Rowley, 2015; Wei et al., 2016
Non-technology professionals may not think of encryption very
much, but it is fundamental to all our lives. Almost everything we do
today on the internet uses a secret code, including internet banking,
or logging on to Twitter or Facebook; encryption protects all such
third parties, full-disk encryption protects data such as photos, texts,
emails, contacts, and bank account information from access by rogue
individuals who may either steal your device or lay hands on a lost
one (Herzberg & Leibowitz, 2016).
Vaziripour et al. (2018) asserted that non-technology
professionals lack understanding of what an encrypted chat means
and does to guarantee security. This study was, therefore, posited on
the central question of whether non- technology professionals
understood the impact of government-mandated backdoors on
encrypted public messaging services. This study used a qualitative
analysis methodology. A qualitative descriptive design was the
selected design methodology for this study. A qualitative
views on the impact of government-mandated encryption backdoors
(Dews-Farrar, 2018). Additionally, the researcher sought to
augment the sparse number of scholarly qualitative descriptive
studies concerning end-to- end encryption (E2EE), backdoors, and
privacy.
The study intends to explore the following questions which serve as
the primary focal points of this study:
RQ1: Do non-technology professionals in the U.S.
understand the impact of creating backdoors into
end-to-end encrypted technologies?
RQ2: What are the perspectives of non-technology
professional users of IM applications regarding the
argument security comes at a price, namely at the
expense of privacy?
RQ3: To what extent does the knowledge of encryption
as a technology in safeguarding consumer privacy
affect the use of the internet by non-technology
professionals in the U.S.?

II RELATED WORK
Several authors have analyzed the intensifying debate on the
proliferation of robust encryption technologies on mobile devices
across the globe. In the FBI v. Apple case of 2016, the FBI wanted
Apple to rewrite its operating system software (iOS), to disable
encryption security features so the FBI could access the data
(Elmer-Dewitt, 2016). A Pew survey showed in December 2015,
the public sided with the FBI initially, with around 51% arguing
Apple should help the FBI unlock the phone, 38% supporting
Apple, and 11% not knowing enough about the dispute to form an
opinion (Elmer-Dewitt, 2016). However, later polls in February
2016, with diverse methodologies, showed the public sided with

Apple (Elmer-Dewitt, 2016). This demonstrated that by Apple
making a strong public case in protecting the privacy of its users
through the use of encryption, it also educated its user-base on their
role in preserving user-privacy (Elmervigorous defense of its software shifted public opinion to its favor
(Elmer-Dewitt, 2016)
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According to a report published by the
recent technological changes have upset the balance between public
safety and privacy. Law enforcement officials are becoming
increasingly concerned that even after obtaining a warrant from a judge
to search for evidence of a crime, they lack the technical means to do
companies increasingly choosing to encrypt devices in such a way the
companies themselves are unable to unlock them, even when presented
2015). First, law enforcement agencies are reporting a decreasing
ability to intercept real-time communications such as phone calls, text,
email, and other types of data-intheir inability to execute search warrants on encrypted phones, laptops
and other devices which contain data-at.S. Department of
a potential impact on the fair and impartial application of the laws to
Department of Homela
technological weaknesses in encryption as proposed by some law
enforcement agencies as a means of solving the problem of having
exclusive access to these encrypted devices, are both futile and
counterproductive. The report concluded Congress was open to
reviewing ways to provide law enforcement with judicially-sanctioned
Department of Ho
2015).
In an article published by WIRED magazine in April 2018, former
Microsoft Chief Software Architect and creator of Lotus Notes, Ray
Ozzie, made a proposal at Columbia University on how to solve the
impasse over secure backdoors between technology companies and
law enforcement agencies (Levy, 2018). In his idea named CLEAR,
Ozzie stated that his scheme would give law enforcement agencies
access to encrypted data without significantly elevating the risks for
billions of people who use encrypted devices such as mobile phones
(Levy, 2018). Ozzie added the scheme works by technology
companies such as Google or Apple generating two complementary
phone or tablet, and the other
2018). The private key is stored with Google and protected with the
same tamper-proof care Google uses to certify its operating system
updates (Levy, 2018). A combination of the private and public key pair
can be
device automatically generates upon activation. It should be noted
rest) and not the interception of real-time communications (data in
transit) (Levy, 2018). According to Abelson et al. (2015), if law
enforcement wants to assure itself access to real-time communications
with backdoors, then intruders will also have an easier time getting
access to real-time data.
Schneier et al., (2016) have pointed out countries such as the U.S.,
the U.K., and France seem very interested in mandating backdoors.
The impetus to mandate backdoors in encryption products for the
countries mentioned above is coming from law enforcement. Security
researchers, according to Schneier et al. have, however, argued
backdoors are impossible to implement securely and will result in
reduced security for everyone. A practical limitation to mandating
backdoors as a way of reducing crime is because encryption products
come from different parts of the world (Schneier et al., 2016). Anyone
attempting to evade encryption backdoors in the U.S., the U.K., or
France has a wide variety of foreign encryption products to pick from
which can encrypt hard drives, voice and text conversations, virtual
private networks (VPN) links and everything else (Schneier et al.,
2016). Schneier et al. identified 865 hardware or software encryption
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products from 55 countries: 546 of these products, or two-thirds,
were from outside the United States. Schneier et al. outlined that
most common non-U.S. countries for encryption products were
Germany, followed respectively by the United Kingdom, Canada,
France, and Sweden. Germany and the Netherlands have publicly
disavowed backdoors in all their encryption products.

III METHODOLOGY
The researcher conducted an Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approved web and paper-based survey of non- technology
professionals in the U.S. Since the study was designed for nontechnology professionals, it was possible that not all of the
participants will have access to the internet or own a computer.
Hence, the need for a paper-based version of the survey. This study
used a qualitative analysis methodology. The rationale for selecting
a qualitative analysis for this research was based on the diagnosis of
the purpose statement. Qualitative descriptive design method was
the most appropriate for this research because it sought to gain
insight into the views and opinions of non- technology professionals
regarding their privacy on public communication platforms. Such an
approach was especially useful for researchers wanting to know the
-Farrar, 2018).

A. Research Method and Design Appropriateness
The general population of the study were adult users of mobile
phones located in the U.S. and running the latest version of end-toend encrypted IM service, WhatsApp, on their mobile phones. The
IM application WhatsApp was selected for this study because
according to Sutikno, Handayani, Stiawan, Riyadi, and Subroto
(2016), it is amongst the most favored IM applications endowed
with E2EE. Jisha and Jebakumar (2014) stated WhatsApp is the
fastest-growing IM application as most young people are moving
away from Facebook. WhatsApp enjoys global favorability with a
user base of over 1.5 billion subscribers. It is also the first
application ever to implement E2EE to this scale (Rastogi &
Hendler, 2017). From the target population, the researcher chose a
research sample of 26 participants who met the criteria for
participation.

B. Population, Sampling, and Data Collection
Procedures and Rationale
This study posited non-technology professionals have a limited
understanding of the consequences of a government- mandated
backdoor into encryption technologies. The sample size of 26 for
this study met the saturation limit in qualitative descriptive
research as shown in similar research carried out by Dews-Farrar
(2018) using the same design. The participants had to meet the
following criteria: (a) Participants had to be owners of a mobile
phone running the latest version of the WhatsApp application. (b)
They had to be willing to participate in an online survey, or a faceto- face interview with the researcher. (c) They had to be nontechnology professionals who at the time of this study did not have
any experience working in technology or hold any diploma or
certification in computer science, computer security or computer
networking. (d) Participants had to be willing to give honest
accounts of their views and opinions about privacy and national
security.

C. Sampling
After obtaining IRB approval, the researcher initiated the participant
recruitment process. Purposeful sampling, specifically the snowball
sampling methodology, was used for the selection of the 26
participants. Purposeful sampling involves the selection of
individuals who are qualified to provide in-depth information about
the phenomenon being researched. Snowball sampling is a subcategory of purposeful sampling and has the advantage that after
Copyright © AJSE Publishers

observing the initial participants, the researcher asks for assistance from
the participants to help identify people with a similar trait (Creswell,
2015). Non-technology professionals like themselves who meet the
requirements for the sample population (Creswell, 2015).
Snowball sampling is a non-probability sampling methodology. Rashidi,
Vaniea, and Camp (2016) used snowball sampling in a study on privacy
setting usage in WhatsApp application to recruit participants. The study
by Rashidi et al. yielded relevant results which have contributed to the
body of literature on how users manage privacy settings on IM
applications. Snowball sampling generally consists of two steps:

1. The researcher identifies the potential participants in the
population. Often, only a handful.
2. The researcher asks the identified participants to recruit other
participants. The chain continues until the sample size is reached.

for information technology experts are Virginia with 4.71, Maryland
with 2.50, and the District of Columbia with 2.25. The location quotient
is a way of quantifying how concentrated a particular industry or
occupation is in a particular region or State, in reference to the entire
nation. The States ranking with the lowest location quotient for
information security experts are New Mexico, Missouri, and Colorado
ranking 1.33, 1.37, and 1.41 respectively. The State of Minnesota falls
in the middle of the rankings with 1.65 as its location quotient for
information security experts. The average rankings in the distribution of
technology professionals in Minnesota in relation to the rest of the
country make it an ideal candidate for the target population of this study

D. Limitations
There were two limitations related to the data analysis of this
study.
1. The sample population of this study was limited to a single
state, Minnesota. The interpretation of results is affected by this
limitation because it is not known if location quotient alone or the
large population of healthcare workers in Minnesota introduced biases
in the results.
2. Snowball sampling is a useful sampling methodology when it is
not possible to use more traditional survey techniques. Snowball
sampling technique, however, has its limitations. According to Sharma
(2017), since snowball sampling does not select units for inclusion in
the sample based on random selection, unlike the probability sampling
technique, it is impossible to determine the possible sampling error and
make generalizations from the sample to the population.

IV

RESULTS

B. Pilot Study
A pilot study was carried out to establish the
comprehensibility, validity, and reliability of the survey questions.
The pilot study for this research consisted of five preliminary
participants. The informed consent agreement was given to each
participant, and the researcher obtained approval from all five
participants. The pilot study revealed that the participants would be
better served by defining key terms such as encryption, end-to-end
encryption, and backdoors in the participant consent form before
they got to the survey questions. Feedback from the pilot study was
used to revise the final wording in the survey questions. The
findings of this pilot study demonstrated the functionality of the
survey instrument and the interest in the research by the target
population. Thus, after adjustments to the survey from
recommendations of the pilot study participants, the researcher
concluded that the survey instrument was valid for this s
topic and served to answer the specific problems posited.
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C. Findings
Forty-six participants in total responded to the survey
between May 1, 2019, and May 10, 2019. Twenty of the
respondents to the survey were eliminated during the data
analysis phase because they did not meet the survey criteria.
Twenty-six participants completed all the survey questions.
Only responses of survey participants who met the survey
criteria and completed all the questions are included in this
article. The online web tool SurveyMonkey was used for
preliminary analysis before respondent data were imported into
NVivo data analysis software for full analysis.

Braun and
-step inductive thematic data analysis approach
was used to analyze the data. NVivo 12 Plus data analysis software for
Windows was used in coding and analyzing the data for this study. Six
themes emerged from the data analysis, namely: government and
privacy, information, encryption, activities, communications, and social
media. The themes were representative of participant- generated
conceptualizations regarding the phenomenon encryption, backdoors,
and privacy. Figure 2 below gives a visual representation of the six
major themes generated from

D. Demographics
Out of the 26 participants who completed the survey, 12
(46.15%) were female, while 14 (53.85%) were male.
Participants ranged in age from 25 70 years. The largest
group of participants were between the ages of 45 - 54 years
(46.15%), with the smallest between the ages 24 35 (7.69%)
and 65 74 (7.69%). Figure 1 below shows the age distribution
of participants. All 26 participants (100%) resided in the state
of Minnesota, held no degree or certification in computer
science, and their jobs did not include information technologyrelated activities. Table 1 below also displays a demographic
summary of the participants.

Fig. 2. A pie chart of the six themes generated from the study

the refinement of the initial codes through the process of eliminating
redundancies and analysis (Creswell, 2015).

Fig 1. A bar chart showing the age distribution of participants
TABLE 1. DEMOGRAPHIC SUMMARY OF STUDY

Some candidate themes were merged to form more coherent
and meaningful themes; government and privacy themes were
merged to form a single theme. The themes were validated as
having a connection to the research questions and the overall
research problem. The finalization of phase four led to phase five,
which was to refine the themes and present them for data analysis.
Braun and Carke (2006) asserted that the researcher should not
only be able to explain the relationship between the themes and the
research questions but should additionally be prepared to construct
an analysis of each theme. Each theme should portray the
research Braun and Clarke (2006). Figure 3 below shows the
relationship between the research questions, codes, and themes.

Fig. 3. The relationship between research questions, codes, and themes
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E. Findings and Interpretations
Six themes emerged from the data analysis represent the
phenomenon of the government exploring ways to implement
encryption backdoors in popular messaging applications such
as WhatsApp.
The themes provided closure for the three research
questions that were the basis for this study. Data analysis of
survey answers to RQ1 produced a single theme, government,
and privacy.

5) Theme: Social Media.
Four participants (15%) expressed their views and opinions on
how their knowledge of encryption will affect their use of social media
applications such as WhatsApp.
This theme on social media was in response to RQ3, which asked
participants to what extent the knowledge of encryption as a
technology in safeguarding consumer privacy affect their use of the
internet. Participants expressed more confidence in the use of the
internet, knowing that encryption helps protect their communications.

1) Theme: Government and Privacy.
Twenty-three participants (88%) who coded for these
themes showed a clear understanding of what an encryption
backdoor meant and its impact on their privacy. This was
significant to this research because it answered RQ1. Eleven of
the participants (42%) were not opposed to the government
adding a backdoor to read their private messages in order to
keep them safe, especially if there is a credible threat against
public safety. Further, these findings are even more significant
because they validate the purpose of the research, which was to
raise awareness for non- technology professional users of
mobile devices on the benefits of encryption to privacy. When
participants were asked at the end of the survey if this study
had increased their knowledge or awareness of the benefits of
end-to-end encryption to your privacy, 23 of the 26 of the
participants (89%) responded that it had increased by a
moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal. See table 3 below.

6) Theme: Encryption.
Five participants (19%) coded for encryption. This theme was also
in response to RQ3. Sixty percent of the participants who coded for
this theme were concerned that terrorists could master encryption
technology and use it to cause harm to society. In addressing RQ3,
participants all agreed their knowledge of encryption would affect their
use of the internet by increasing the confidence they have in the
privacy of online communications. In addition to the two themes that
emerged regarding RQ3, participants were given
of encryption technology in the survey and asked if they were aware
that popular websites such as Twitter, Facebook, or even their banking
operations are all protected from hackers by encryption. Twenty-one
participants (81%) answered yes, while five participants (19%)
answered no. See figure 4 below.

TABLE 2. HOW MUCH THE SURVEY IMPACTED
PARTICIPANT KNOWLEDGE ON E2EE AND PRIVACY

2) Theme: Information.
The sentiments expressed by 18 participants (69%) on this
theme was neutral or mixed. Participants said that while they
would like their private messages to remain private, they also do
not mind the government stepping in to their private information in
order to keep the country safe. This theme answered RQ2.
Participants asserted through their responses that they are willing
to allow the government to infringe on their privacy if that will
guarantee them safety.

3) Theme: Activities.
Participants all expressed comfort in letting their security be of
a higher priority than their privacy; thus, endorsing the
to monitor electronic activities. This theme
also answered RQ2.

4) Theme: Communications.
There were four participants (15%) who coded for this theme.
Unlike participants who coded for the activities theme by
expressing their comfort with government surveillance in exchange
for security, communications participants were decisively against
giving up their private communications in exchange for more
security. This theme also answered RQ2.
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Fig. 4. A distribution graph showing participants knowledge on
whether or not they knew encryption was used in protecting their
data on popular websites such as Facebook and Twitter.

V.

CONCLUSION

This study was relevant not only because it was aimed at filling
some of the gaps in the literature regarding the opinions and views
of non-technology professionals on the effects of end-to-end
encryption (E2EE) on society but, it also confirmed and challenged
previous studies on some of the privacy concerns expressed by
U.S. mobile device users. Open-ended questions provided
participants a means to best voice their experiences unrestricted by
the influence of the researcher or past research findings (Creswell,
2015).
The results of this research study have confirmed some of the
privacy concerns expressed by mobile device users, as mentioned
by Rastogi and Handler (2017) and Elmer-Dewitt (2016).
According to Elmer-Dewitt, following the standoff between Apple
v.
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FBI over access to the iPhone of the San Bernardino
shooter, Americans, by a small margin (46% to 35%) support
to protect the country against terror threats. This research study
has also demonstrated that while concerned with their privacy,
non-technology professionals are willing to allow the
government to access their private messages if they have to do
so in order to preserve national security.
Vaziripour et al. (2018) asserted the lack of understanding by
non-technology professionals of what an encrypted chat means, as
the reason for the none adoption of E2EE; this study proved the
contrary. Eighty-one percent of participants who completed this
research study said they were aware of what encryption was, and
that is was used on most popular websites such as Twitter and
Facebook to safeguard their private and sensitive information
Twenty-three participants (88%) showed a clear understanding
of what an encryption backdoor meant and its impact on their
privacy. A majority of participants (42%) were also not opposed to
the government adding a backdoor to read their private messages in
order to keep them safe, especially if there is a credible threat
against public safety. Government has maintained that they will
only use this method of access if there is a credible threat to public
safety (Brantly, 2017).
Also, a majority participants (69%) said that while they would
like their private messages to remain private, they also do not mind
the government stepping in to their private information in order to
keep the country safe.

A. Implications and Findings
The results of this study may also help educate the everyday
user of the internet on the benefits of E2EE in their daily
communications on mobile devices. Participants of this research
study have said that it has significantly increased their knowledge
of encryption. This creation of awareness and expectation of
privacy guaranteed by strong encryption for the everyday user of
the internet may also drive more technology companies to adopt
E2EE, as was the case after the Edward Snowden leaks in 2013
(McCarthy, 2016). Another benefit this study may bring is, nontechnology professionals may increase their adoption of using the
internet for personal transactions such as paying bills, online
banking, and money transfers once they are aware and understand
the benefits of strong encryption on the internet. Participants of this
study have expressed an increase in confidence in their privacy on
the internet, knowing that encryption guarantees such privacy.

B. Strengths of this Study
There were four strengths in this research study. The first
strength was that the researcher achieved data saturation through
the participation of 26 working non- technology professionals who
structured and open-ended survey questions, a typical approach in
qualitative inquiry, yielded detailed and insightful portrayals of the
participants lived experiences and generated substantial data.
The second strength involved the use of a pilot study.
According to Abdul, Othman, Mohamad, Lim, and Yusof (2017),
survey questions could be strengthened by piloting the surveys. It
can also help identify if there are flaws or limitations within the
survey design that allow necessary modifications to the major
study. (Abdul et al., 2017). The pilot study for this research
established the comprehensibility, validity, and reliability of the
survey questions. The survey questions were revisited to allow
quality data and more in-depth responses from the participants.The
third strength of this research study was the utilization of
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manual coding and subsequently, NVivo 12 Plus data analysis
software. Prior to utilizing the NVivo 12 Plus qualitative data
analysis program, each survey submission was read several times,
portions of the text were highlighted in the Microsoft Word
documents, and preliminary codes were identified in the right
margin of the transcripts. Qualitative analysis depends to a good
extent on the subjective interpretations of the researcher. Therefore,
a combination of personal judgment and software was used to bring
objectivity to the coding process. The utilization of NVivo data
software increased the reliability and validity of the study.
The fourth strength was the large amount of qualitative data
and subsequent themes. The data allowed for thorough mining of
codes during data analysis and subsequent validation with NVivo
data analysis software. The research study was also able to capture
the survey, and also evaluate if they have gained any additional
knowledge during the course of the survey at the end.

C. Recommendations
This research study intends to augment the limited number
of qualitative descriptive studies regarding the opinions and views of
non-technology professionals on the benefits of E2EE on society.
The results from this study have revealed insightful accounts of 26
non-technology professionals in the U.S. on E2EE, backdoors, and
privacy. Based on the results of this research study the following are
recommendations for future research:
1) Extend the research sample area beyond the state of
Minnesota to other states. The State of Minnesota falls in
the middle of the rankings for the location quotient for
with the highest location quotient for information
security experts such as Virginia and Maryland, as well
as states with the lowest location quotient for information
security experts such as New Mexico, Missouri, and
Colorado, be sampled.
2) Perform a quantitative study of non-technology
professionals with a random sample of participants
distributed across the US. This would eliminate some of
the inherent weaknesses expressed in the limitations of
this research study on the snowball sampling
methodology.
3) Include the influence of gender, age, ethnicity, or level of
demand for a backdoor into encryption systems could be
an interesting area of research. Similar studies carried out
in Iran by Vaziripour et al. (2018) on the Telegram IM
application showed that skewed demographics might
have influenced the results of the research.
4) Expand this research study internationally, into other
countries with less cellphone penetration than the U.S.
As mentioned by Schneier et al. (2016), encryption is
now a global phenomenon. Laws in the U.S. mandating
backdoors into encryption systems will primarily affect
only U.S. users of encryption products made in the U.S.
(Schneier et al., 2016). Smartphone users in other
countries rely on other products. The literature review
conducted for this research study found out countries
such as Germany, United Kingdom, Canada, France, and
Sweden also produce a lot of encryption products
(Schneier et al., 2016). Researching the perspectives of
people of other countries on this topic would certainly
add value to the body of literature in cybersecurity.
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